At MDA, we take a big-picture perspective across more than 43 neuromuscular diseases to uncover breakthroughs that accelerate the developments of treatments and cures. Muscle Walk helps bring urgently needed answers to our families.

He is truly our hero and our inspiration. He is the reason we participate in Muscle Walk. I took him out of his wheelchair at the end of the course, so he could walk over that finish line and to prove that we will get him through anything. — Stacy, Miguel’s mom

At MDA, we take a big-picture perspective across more than 43 neuromuscular diseases to uncover breakthroughs that accelerate the developments of treatments and cures. Muscle Walk helps bring urgently needed answers to our families.

179 active Research Projects around the World

$1 billion+ invested in neuromuscular disease research to uncover new treatments and cure

Dozens of clinical trials are under way for diseases in our program right now

Raise funds, and cross the finish line at a Muscle Walk near you!

REGISTER TODAY

mda.org/get-involved #MuscleWalk